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Abstract: The development of COVID-19 in China has gradually become normalized; thus, the
prevention and control of the pandemic has encountered new problems: the amount of infectious
medical waste (IMW) has increased sharply; the location of outbreaks are highly unpredictable; and
the pandemic occurs everywhere. Thus, it is vital to design an effective IMW reverse logistics network
to cope with these problems. This paper firstly introduces mobile processing centers (MPCs) into
an IMW reverse logistics network for resource-saving, quick response, and the sufficient capacity of
processing centers. Then, a multi-participant-based (public central hospitals, disposal institutions,
the logistics providers, and the government) collaborative location and a routing optimization model
for IMW reverse logistics are built from an economic, environmental perspective. An augmented
ε-constraint method is developed to solve this proposed model. Through a case study in Chongqing,
it is found that for uncertain outbreak situations, fixed processing centers (FPCs) and MPCs can form
better disposal strategies. MPC can expand the processing capacity flexibly in response to the sudden
increase in IMW. The results demonstrate good performance in reduction in cost and infection risk,
which could greatly support the decision making of IMW management for the government in the
pandemic prevention and control.
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1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic, which started in 2019, has been devastating worldwide. Its
long incubation period, high infectivity, multiple transmission routes, general population
susceptibility, and long recovery period make the pandemic tricky [1]. After the infection
is cured, there are more sequelae in addition to the respiratory system. The possibility of
variation exists in the long-term development of the virus [2]. The pandemic is evolving
globally. By December 2021, 275,701,716 cases had been confirmed abroad and 129,904 in
China [3]. The World Health Organization (WHO) has raised the risk level of this outbreak
to “very high”, which is the highest level [4].

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, many measures for pandemic prevention and control
have been used, such as restricting the flow of people, large-scale COVID-19 testing, and
vaccine research [5]. However, the pandemic has not been fully contained. People are
at the stage of regularly preventing and controlling pandemics, and it will remain for a
long time [6]. In response to this situation, China has proposed “six modernizations” [7].
As a result, inevitably increased infectious medical waste (IMW) is generated during the
treatment of infected patients. Accordingly, many other types of IMW, including disposable
personal protective equipment (PPE), such as facial masks, gloves, aprons, googles, shoes
covers, in addition to diagnoses tests and vaccination sets, have increased considerably [8].
The daily average medical waste generation from May to August 2020 was approximately
69.1 tons per day in Wuhan, which was still 26% higher than the year before pandemic,
due to increased COVID-19 testing and precautions and treatment that took place after
the pandemic began [9]. The outbreak of COVID-19 has also impacted medical services.
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For example, it has postponed nonemergency care, ranging from office visits to elective
surgery. In the United States, the amount of elective care has dropped significantly, and
some services have decreased by 50% or more [10]. Hospitals have also invested more in
equipment and procedures for pandemic prevention and control while reducing spending
on other medical services [11]. To reduce the adverse impact of the sudden pandemic, the
efficient management of IMW is of high concern to society at present.

1.1. IMW Management

IMW refers to the subset of waste generated at healthcare facilities that are unsuitable
for disposal in a municipal solid waste system due to pathogenic concerns [12]. Coron-
aviruses can remain active on inanimate hard surfaces, such as metal, glass, or plastic for
up to nine days. Contaminated IMW has thus becomes a new source of infection if left
inadequately treated [13]. In particular, IMW can bring huge occupational and environmen-
tal risks, such as spreading coronavirus, and polluting land and water, when mixed into
municipal solid waste [14,15]. IMW generated by the COVID-19 outbreak has posed an
environmental and health concern in many countries, especially developing countries [16].

Currently, some studies have found many deficiencies in the management of IMW.
The processing capacity of IMW is usually at a low level, and the management pattern is
relatively extensive; most of the processing has been achieved through incineration and
landfilling [17]. There is also a substantial cost when disposing of IMW. Cost is crucial in
the waste management chain [18]. Many countries, therefore, do not separate IMW from
medical waste, and even treat it with municipal waste. The unorganized management and
collection schemes from hospitals and other sources have caused dumping and landfilling
of IMW, along with the municipal solid waste [19]. In particular, in some developing
countries, such as Ethiopia, only 42% of waste handlers had adequate knowledge [20].
People’s awareness of IMW processing also needs to be enhanced. After the COVID-19
outbreak, the rate of masks discarded increased two-fold. The districts that had contributed
55–60% of total mask usage had higher pollution levels [21]. The proliferation of masks is
also an extremely important issue of waste management.

The current IMW management practice has achieved initial results in the manage-
ment process and treatment methods. From the perspective of the management process,
it includes classified collection, temporary storage, transport, and disposal [9]. Many
participants are involved in the management process of IMW. The citizens and hospitals
are the sources of medical waste [22]. The hospital is responsible classification, collection,
and storage and bears the corresponding costs [23]. In the transportation link between
each node, the third-party logistics provider bears the main costs and benefits [24]. In
the final disposal link, disposal institutions with business licenses are responsible for the
disposal of medical waste and obtain benefits through incineration power generation [25].
On the whole, the government departments dominate in integrated waste management
plan, regulatory framework, and the construction of public infrastructure [26].

In terms of treatment methods for IMW, incineration technology develops originally as
the mainstream in China, which is of course the easiest and most effective method. But there
exist some other disposal techniques, such as small mobile processing facilities carrying
out pyrolysis, high temperature sterilization, and steam sterilization [27]. Although the
processing capacity and efficiency of these mobile facilities are not as good as that of large-
scale incineration plants, they have the characteristics of greater mobility, faster response
speed, and less environmental pollution, which are valuable in emergency situations [28].
For example, in the COVID-19 outbreak, the mobile processing facilities adopted in Wuhan
have greatly improved the treatment efficiency [25].

1.2. Logistics

Research on logistics has always been the focus of academic attention. The logistics in
business often focuses on transportation cost, transportation capacity, and transportation
efficiency [29], such as the logistics of e-commerce and logistics enterprises [30,31]. The
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research on urban logistics often takes into account the factors of traffic congestion and
environmental factors and promotes sustainable urban development [32].

When the pandemic started, the rapidly increasing IMW required an efficient and
fast response logistics system to handle the situation. In response to this sudden natural
disaster, emergency logistics were put into action [33]. Maghfiroh et al. investigated
the application of the dynamic vehicle routing problem for last mile distribution during
disaster response [34]. Nezhadroshan et al. designed a humanitarian logistic network
with multiple central warehouses and local distribution centers and provided a plan to
combat uncertainty [35]. Humanitarian logistics and emergency management put more
emphasis on data availability, the dynamic nature of disasters, uncertainty, and the multiple
objectives of a disaster supply chain [36].

The response to the outbreak of the pandemic required the collaboration of all parties
involved, which is also a concern in logistics research. Wang et al. studied a collaborative
mechanism collaborative multicenter vehicle routing problem with time windows and
mixed deliveries and pickups [37]. Tavakoli et al. introduced collaboration in terms of
sharing scarce resources among different facilities in a maintenance logistics network to
reduce the delays in the delivery of repaired devices [38]. Hribernikab et al. provided
a possible solution for last-mile deliveries through collaborations between express and
parcels in city logistics [39].

The research on IMW logistics is mainly based on reverse logistics, which is defined as
“the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow
of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and related information from the
point of consumption to the point of origin to recapture value or proper disposal” [40].
Qiu et al. proposed a MILP model for production routing problems with reverse logistics
and remanufacturing [41]. Rahimi and Ghezavati discussed reverse logistics in the field
of construction and gave a mixed-integer linear programming model to reduce environ-
mental effects and increase social effects [42]. Gholizadeh realized scenario-based network
modeling under uncertain conditions, in order to minimize the total cost of the reverse
logistics network and optimize the capability of planning centers [43].

This paper focuses on the IMW reverse logistics problem under the pandemic. Ex-
isting research has provided a lot of relevant work. Budak and Ustundag considered
the additional temporary disposal facilities to expand network capacity in the case of a
pandemic [44]. Yu et al. constructed a mixed-integer linear programming model with three
objectives: minimize the total cost, minimize the risk of transportation and processing, and
maximize the amount of uncollected IMW [45]. Kargar et al. considered all the possible
generation points of MW from the source of waste generation and predicted the quantity
of MW generated for pandemic situations, so as to collect all IMW [46]. Eren and Rifat
Tuzkaya decided on the transport routing optimization of MW, with the lowest risk and cost
through the safety score of hospitals [47]. Govindan et al. considered a time window-based
green vehicle routing problem and adopted the fuzzy goal programming method, which
met the need for the timeliness of IMW during the pandemic [48].

However, the current COVID-19 outbreak places new demands on the logistics of
IMW. The large increase in IMW has resulted in insufficient existing processing capacity.
The location of outbreaks in this pandemic are highly unpredictable, which will persist for
a long time [49]. According to the “Regulation on Administration of Medical Waste” [50],
IMW must be stored temporarily for no more than two days [51]. Based on the principle
of centralized disposal in the vicinity, all IMW should be delivered to the centralized
disposal unit for rapid disposal [52]. Therefore, the logistics of IMW needs to be flexible
and efficient to deal with uncertainty, timeliness, and insufficient capacity. The disposal cost
of IMW is higher than the rest of waste [53], and improper disposal can lead to secondary
infection [20]. Costs and risks in the link of IMW’s transportation and processing are key
concerns. The logistics network design of IMW needs optimization due to its economic
and environmental impact [54]. Few current studies consider these issues simultaneously.
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Literature surveys show that the methods of emergency logistics can be applied to
deal with uncertainty and timeliness, and the collaboration of multi-participants tend to
minimize the total cost and risk and realizes the global optimization. On the other hand, the
research on IMW treatment technology remains at the technical level, and how to apply the
characteristics of a mobile processing facility to IMW reverse logistics has not been studied
in previous research. In order to support the pandemic prevention and control in China,
this paper is devoted to proposing a novel multi-participant-based (public central hospitals,
disposal institutions, the logistics providers, the government) collaborative location and
routing optimization model for IMW from economic and environmental perspectives.
Each participant has its role to play. Public central hospitals are responsible for collecting
IMW and bearing part of the cost of IMW disposal. The disposal institution refers to
a separate profit-making institution in the IMW management. The third-party logistics
provider is responsible for the costs and risks of the transportation process. The government
formulates IMW management rules and regulations and performs supervision functions.
After the outbreak of COVID-19, it is also responsible for allocating resources from all
parties, implementing pandemic prevention and control, and paying for the most cost.

The innovation of this paper can be summarized as a new IMW reverse logistics
network with mobile processing facilities in mobile processing centers (MPCs), which is
designed to flexibly change the network layout. This network has important practical
significance for pandemic prevention and control under normalized pandemics, since the
high uncertainty of the outbreak location requires a reverse logistics network with faster
response and lower risk.

To integrate innovative points into the actual IMW management, the main objectives
of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. Build a collaborative location and routing optimization model for IMW by introducing
MPCs and mobile processing facilities;

2. Develop a quantitative method for the estimation of IMW generated in the stage of a
pandemic;

3. Consider infection risk and transportation timeliness to meet the requirements of the
storage time restriction of IMW treatment (i.e., not exceed 48 h);

4. Provide a case study in a real situation to obtain general managerial implications.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the method of modeling and simulation is adopted to analyze the actual
case, and it finally comes up with management suggestions for all the participants. Firstly,
the reverse logistics network of IMW is redesigned. Then, the models are constructed to
simulate the actual case: (1) the amount of IMW generated in all districts under different
outbreak situations is estimated by a prediction model; (2) transportation and location
strategies are optimized by a mixed-integer linear programming model; (3) transfer strate-
gies are optimized by an integer linear programming model. Finally, a case in Chongqing is
discussed, and the specific value of relevant parameters in the models is obtained through
field research and literature research. The amount of IMW in all districts is calculated and
actual strategies are optimized. Figure 1 shows the method of this paper.
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2.1. The Structure of IMW Network

The location of a particular outbreak of the pandemic is highly unpredictable in the
wider pandemic. In other words, the pandemic seems controllable in a small area, but
difficult to be eliminated in a large area. Once a local case breaks out in a certain district,
small-scale outbreaks will occur around the district if the initial emergency response
is not carried out. After some small-scale pandemics have been effectively controlled,
other communities may be in the stage of development. Hence, on the whole, a regular
pandemic shows a situation “increasing here and decreasing there”, which means that
the pandemic and various prevention and control measures will exist for a long time. For
this prevention and control requirement, the IMW management logistics should also be
adjusted accordingly.

Therefore, in response to the regular COVID-19 outbreak, this paper designed the
structure of IMW reverse logistics network presented in Figure 2.
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The first stage in Figure 2 shows the hierarchy and the nodes of the network. IMW
generation centers, storage centers, FPCs, MPCs, mobile processing facilities, and land-
fills are involved in the network. They break down into three categories, consisting of
generation, storage, and treatment of IMW. The generation part is comprised of existing
hospitals, temporary hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and residential areas generating a
different amount of IMW in terms of an outbreak situation [46]. All the IMW is transported
to the second part—storage centers—so that IMW can be well restrained from spreading
viruses. Within the 48 h storage time limit, IMW needs to be promptly sent to the third
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part—treatment part—for disinfection and sterilization. The nodes of this part are divided
into FPC, in which processing facilities are not movable, and MPC, which accommodates a
different number of mobile processing facilities. Most IMW is processed by incineration
in FPC, while incineration disposal vehicle, movable steam, and microwave sterilization
equipment tend to work in MPC dealing with the remaining IMW.

The second stage in Figure 2 demonstrates the role of MPCs and mobile process-
ing facilities. According to uncertain outbreak sites, mobile processing facilities will be
transferred from one MPC to another. The small and mobile emergency processing facil-
ities, as dynamic processing centers, can minimize the risk of virus transmission during
transportation process and increase the flexibility of processing centers.

In this study, there are some assumptions given as below.

1. IMW originates from existing hospitals, temporary hospitals, clinics, laboratories, and
residential areas.

2. IMW has been collected from all generators to the largest public hospital of the district,
so the network starts with the largest public hospitals from all districts.

3. The processing capacity of FPC is definite. In addition, FPCs and MPCs both have
partial storage capability, which is also definite.

4. The processing capacity of MPC is proportional to the number of mobile process-
ing facilities. One MPC can accommodate a definite number of mobile processing
facilities.

5. To improve efficiency, all IMW are transported to the storage centers with no storage
in IMW generation centers.

2.2. Model Construction

The routing optimization model for IMW reverse logistics is built by involving mixed
integer linear programming model, which has been used widely for the optimization of
complex systems, such as those arising in biology, medicine, transportation, telecommuni-
cations, sports, and national security [55]. In this study, different reverse logistics schemes
can be formed, according to actual outbreak situation. The whole scheme is divided into
two stages.

1. First stage: produces demand distribution of different mobile devices.

In this stage, with the aim of minimizing the total cost and risk in IMW management,
the following issues are determined:

• The location of storage centers, MPCs, and FPCs;
• The demand flow speed between each center;
• The number of mobile processing facilities in each MPC.

2. Second stage: generates corresponding mobile scheme, according to demand distribu-
tion in different outbreak situations.

In this stage, with the aim of minimizing the total cost of transfer, the following issues
are determined:

• The number of mobile processing facilities transferred between MPCs;
• The path of transferring mobile processing facilities.

In the first stage, this paper is devoted to constructing a routing optimization model
for IMW management: collection, transportation, storage, treatment, and final disposal.

The notation is given below.
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Indices

c IMW generation center
s IMW storage center
i IMW FPC
j IMW MPC
t outbreaks at different times

Parameters

GCWt
c the amount of IMW produced by IMW generation center c in the time t

FCi fixed operating cost for FPC i
MCj fixed operating cost for MPC j
SCS fixed operating cost for storage center s
FPCi unit processing cost for FPC i
MPCj unit processing cost for MPC j
SSCs unit processing cost for storage center s
DIC cost of disassembly and installation for each mobile processing facility
PRC procurement cost for each mobile processing facility
mtc unit transportation cost using IMW transfer vehicle
t f c unit transportation cost for transferring a mobile processing facility
DCScs distance from IMW generation center c to storage center s
DSIsi distance from storage center s to FPC i
DSJsj distance from storage center s to MPC j
DJ J′ jj′ distance from MPC j’ to MPC j
SCAs maximum capacity of storage center s
FCAi maximum capacity of FPC i
MCA maximum capacity of each mobile processing facility

MZ
maximum number of mobile processing facility accommodated in each
MPC j

PbAs risk of infection around storage centers
PbAi risk of infection around FPCs
PbAj risk of infection around MPCs
PbAt risk of infection during transportation

PopScs
population exposure on the route from IMW generation center c to storage
center s

PopIsi population exposure on the route from storage center s to FPC i
PopJsj population exposure on the route from storage center s to MPC j
PopSs population exposure around storage center s
PopIi population exposure around FPC i
PopJj population exposure around MPC j
β upper limit for the storage time of IMW in the storage center

Decision Variables

Xt
j 0/1 variable for selection of MPC j in the time t

Yt
i 0/1 variable for selection of FPC i in the time t

Wt
s 0/1 variable for selection of storage center s in the time t

Zt
j the number of mobile processing facilities in the MPC j in the time t

ZNt
j

the number of newly acquired mobile processing facilities in MPC j in the
time t

ZTt
jj′

the number of mobile processing facilities that move from MPC j to MPC j’
at the end of the time t

VSt
cs

the flow rate of IMW transferred from IMW generation center c to storage
center s in the time t

VIt
si the flow rate of IMW transferred from storage center s to FPC i in the time t

V Jt
sj

the flow rate of IMW transferred from storage center s to MPC j in the time
t
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With the aim to minimize the total cost consisting of fixed cost, operation cost, storage
cost, and transportation cost, Z1, denoted as the total cost, is formulated in Equation (1). In
addition, with the aim to minimizing the total risk in the process of storage, treatment and
transportation, Z2, denoted as the total risk, is formulated in Equation (2).

Z1 = ∑
i

FCi ×Yt
i +∑

j
MCj × Xt

j + ∑
s

SCs ×Wt
s + ∑

i
∑
s

FPCi ×VIt
si + ∑

j
∑
s

MPCj ×V Jt
sj

+∑
s

SSCs ×
(

∑
c

VSt
cs −∑

i
VIt

si −∑
j

V Jt
sj

)
+ ∑

s
∑
c

mtc× DCScs ×VSt
cs

+∑
i

∑
s

mtc× DSIsi ×VIt
si + ∑

j
∑
s

mtc× DSJsj ×V Jt
sj

(1)

In Equation (1), ∑i FCi ×Yt
i denotes the fixed operating cost for FPCs. ∑j MCj × Xt

j de-
notes the operating cost for MPCs. ∑s SCs×Wt

s denotes the fixed operating cost for storage cen-
ters. ∑i ∑s FPCi ×VIt

si denotes the variable cost of treating IMW at FPCs. ∑j ∑s MPCj ×V Jt
sj

denotes the variable cost of treating IMW at MPCs. ∑s SSCs ×
(

∑c VSt
cs −∑i VIt

si −∑j V Jt
sj

)
denotes the storage cost at storage centers.
∑s ∑c mtc× DCScs ×VSt

cs denotes the transportation cost of transporting IMW from the
point of generation to storage centers. ∑i ∑s mtc× DSIsi ×VIt

si denotes the transportation
cost of transporting IMW from storage centers to FPCs. ∑j ∑s mtc× DSJsj ×V Jt

sj denotes
the transportation cost of transporting IMW from storage centers to mobile treatment
centers.

Z2 = ∑
S

PbAs× PopSs ×
(

∑
c

VSt
cs −∑

i
VIt

si −∑
j

V Jt
sj

)
+ ∑

i
∑
s

PbAi × PopIi ×VIt
si

+∑
j

∑
s

PbAj × PopJj ×V Jt
sj + ∑

s
∑
c

PbAt × PopScs ×VSt
cs + ∑

i
∑
s

PbAt × PopIsi ×VIt
si

+∑
j

∑
s

PbAt × PopJcs ×V Jt
sj

(2)

In Equation (2), ∑S PbAs× PopSs×
(

∑c VSt
cs −∑i VIt

si −∑j V Jt
sj

)
denotes the storage

risk of storage centers storing IMW. ∑i ∑s PbAi × PopIi ×VIt
si denotes the processing risks

of FPCs dealing with IMW. ∑j ∑s PbAj× PopJj×V Jt
sj denotes the processing risks of MPCs

dealing with IMW. ∑s ∑c PbAt × PopScs ×VSt
cs denotes the transport risk of IMW when it

is transferred from the point of generation to storage centers. ∑i ∑s PbAt × PopIsi ×VIt
si

denotes the transport risk of IMW when it is transferred from storage centers to FPCs.
In addition, ∑j ∑s PbAt × PopJcs × V Jt

sj denotes the transport risk of IMW when it is
transferred from storage centers to MPCs.

In the second stage on Figure 2, the object of transportation is changed to mobile
processing facilities. The amount of mobile processing facilities for each MPC in the first
stage has been determined. At this stage, there is no longer any risk of infection, and only
the cost of transportation is considered.

Z3 = ∑
j

PRC× ZNt
j +

1
2 ∑

j
∑
j′

DJJ′ jj′ × DIC×
∣∣∣ZTt

jj′

∣∣∣ (3)

Equation (3) means the total cost of transporting mobile processing facilities at the
second stage, which can be viewed as an integer programming model.

Hence, the mathematical model is presented as

Min (Z1, Z2, Z3)

s.t.

GCWt
c = 24×∑

s
VSt

cs, ∀c, t (4)
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∑
c

VSt
cs −∑

i
VIt

si −∑
j

V Jt
sj ≥ 0, ∀s, t (5)

24× β

(
∑

c
VSt

cs −∑
i

VIt
si −∑

j
V Jt

sj

)
≤ SCAs ×Wt

s , ∀s, t (6)

24×∑
s

VIt
si ≤ FCAi ×Yt

i , ∀i, t (7)

24×∑
s

V Jt
sj ≤ MCA× Xt

j × Zt
j , ∀j, t (8)

Zt
j ≤ MZ, ∀j, t (9)

Zt
j = ∑

j′
ZTt

j′ j + ZNt
j + Zt−1

j , ∀j, t (10)

ZTt
j′ j + ZTt

jj′ = 0, ∀j′, j (11)

Xt
j , Yt

i , Wt
s ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, s, t (12)

Zt
j , ZNt

j , ZTt
jj′ ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , MZ}, ∀j, j′, t (13)

VSt
cs, VIt

si, V Jt
sj ≥ 0, ∀c, s, i, j, t (14)

Equation (4) balances the flow between IMW generation centers and storage centers.
Equation (5) balances the flow between storage centers and FPCs and MPCs. Equations
(6)–(8) guarantee that the inflow of waste to storage centers, the inflow of waste to FPCs,
and the inflow of waste to MPCs are no more than their capacity. Equation (9) ensures the
number of mobile processing facilities in MPCs does not exceed its capacity. Equations
(10) and (11) balance the mobile processing facilities in the second stage when a mobile
processing facility is transferred. Equations (12)–(14) show the characteristics of these
decision variables.

2.3. Model Solution
2.3.1. Amount Estimation

The estimation and prediction of IMW quantity can improve IMW management,
which facilitates managers to make decisions in advance and respond to emergencies more
quickly. When a pandemic breaks out in a district, the IMW will increase suddenly because
of the prevention and control measures. The estimation of the amount of IMW during the
pandemic can be divided into two parts:

1. The amount of basic IMW before the outbreak;
2. The steep increase in the number of protective suits for health workers, COVID-19

tests, vaccination, and treatment of infected patients after the outbreak.

The related parameters are given as follows.
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Parameters

d district where IMW generation center c is located
Popd total population in district d
PopMd total population of medical staff in district d
PopCd the number of confirmed cases in district d
WPPE average PPE’ s weight per worker
Wtest the weight of items for one COVID-19 test
WMW the weight of basic IMW, such as masks per person, before outbreak
Wcure the weight of IMW produced by treating an infected patient
RPPE acceptance rate of PPE before outbreak
ROPPE acceptance rate of PPE after outbreak
Rtest acceptance rate of COVID-19 tests before outbreak
ROtest acceptance rate of COVID-19 tests after outbreak
Bt

d 1 if district d breaks out the pandemic, 0 otherwise

Hence, the quantity of IMW in a certain area are calculated as

GCWt
c = WMW× Popd + WPPE × PopMd ×

(
RPPE + Bt

d × ROPPE
)
+ Wtest × Popd ×

(
Rtest + Bt

d × ROtest
)

+Wcure × PopCd × Bt
d

(15)

In Equation (15), GCWt
c is divided into four items: WMW × Popd denotes basic IMW,

such as masks for daily work of prevention and control.
WPPE × PopMd ×

(
RPPE + Bt

d × ROPPE
)

denotes the weight of protective clothing for
medical staff; there are great differences between the start and end of the outbreak.
Wtest × Popd ×

(
Rtest + Bt

d × ROtest
)

denotes the weight of IMW produced by nucleic acid
test. Wcure × PopCd × Bt

d denotes the weight of IMW produced by treating a confirmed
case with COVID-19.

2.3.2. Linearization

The proposed model has a non-linear term due to the multiplication of a positive
integer variable by a binary variable. Hence, auxiliary variables and adding additional
constraints are introduced to linearize objective function [56]. This paper gives a new
auxiliary variable, shown as

Lt
j = Xt

j × Zt
j ∀j, t (16)

where Xt
j is a binary variable, and Zt

j is an integer variable.
The non-linear constraint of the model is replaced by the following constraints:

Lt
j ≥ Zt

j −M×
(

1− Xt
j

)
∀j, t (17)

Lt
j ≤ Zt

j + M×
(

1− Xt
j

)
∀j, t (18)

Lt
j ≤ M× Xt

j ∀j, t (19)

Lt
j ≥ 0 and integer ∀j, t (20)

where M is a large positive number.

2.3.3. Augmented ε-Constraint Method

To balance the relationship between cost and risk, this proposed model can be viewed
as a multi-objective mixed-integer linear programming model. One of features in such
multi-objective problems is a series of Pareto optimal solutions. Haimes firstly proposed a
method based on ε-constraint to solve these bi-objective problems and showed its good
performance [57]. Based on this, many pieces of research have been done. However, these
traditional ε-constraint approaches might produce weakly non-dominated solutions; the
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augmented ε-constraint method is thus developed, which adopts slack/surplus variables
to standardize original inequality constraints as equality ones, and augments the original
objectives with these additional variables multiplied by a small positive number [58].

The original ε-constraint method is described as:

minz̃(x) = z1(x) (21)

s.t. z2(x) ≤ e2 (22)

x ∈ X (23)

For this proposed optimization model, the total cost objective in Equation (1) is retained
and the value level, e2, is introduced to restrain the total risk objective. A slack variable, µ2,
is set to turn the inequality constraint on the total risk objective into an equality constraint.
Moreover, in order to avoid the scaling problems, the slack variable, µ2, is further divided
by the range v2 = zmax

2 − zmin
2 of the total risk objective. Then, this proposed model can be

improved, given as
minz̃(x) = z1(x)− ρµ2/v2 (24)

s.t. z2(x) + µ2 = e2 (25)

µ2 ≥ 0 (26)

x ∈ X (27)

If v2 is divided into g equal intervals, g + 1 well dispersed non-dominated solutions
can be obtained. Then, the weight between the two goals can be adjusted by the size of e2.

e2 = zmax
2 − kv2/g (28)

k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , g (29)

where the greater k is, the greater the weight of risk will be. It should be noted that these
weights are determined based on real cases, which is a key issue for the decision-maker.

2.4. Data Collection

Chongqing is the largest city in western China, as well as the most populous city in
China [59], thus pandemic prevention and control becomes very important to this city. In
this city, there are 38 districts and counties and 3 development zones [60].

2.4.1. Data on Locations

According to Baidu map searching and an official query website—National Health
Commission of the People’s Republic of China [61]—each district in Chongqing has the
largest central public hospital. To simplify the research, these central public hospitals are
taken as the initial 41 IMW generation centers, as shown in Table 1. The potential locations
of storage centers, FPCs, and MPCs, and were acquired from the issuance of hazardous
waste business licenses on the official website of Chongqing Ministry of Ecological Envi-
ronment [62]. Actually, except for storage centers with only storage capabilities, we use
FPCs and MPCs as the remaining storage centers due to their storage function. All FPCs
and MPCs are located based on existing waste disposal sites with IMW business licenses
and industrial parks with construction conditions of waste disposal sites. The sites for the
FPCs are existing IMW waste disposal sites with a processing capacity of 5000 kg per day.
The sites of MPCs follows the principle of wide coverage and small processing capacity.
The existing waste disposal sites with a processing capacity of 5000 kg per day and some
industrial parks are selected.
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Table 1. Population-related parameters in 41 districts of Chongqing.

No. Generation
Center

Population
(×104)

Population Density
(People/km2)

Medical Staff
(People)

1 Wanzhou 165 477.8 11,429
2 Qianjiang 49 205 3359
3 Fuling 117 397.8 8104
4 Yuzhong 66 28,695.7 4572
5 Jiangbei 90 4306.2 6234
6 Shapingba 117 2954.5 8104
7 Jiulongpo 123 2853.8 8520
8 Nanan 91 3475.2 6303
9 Beibei 82 1091.9 5680
10 Yubei 168 1153.1 11,637
11 Banan 109 597.9 7550
12 Changshou 87 612.2 6026
13 Jiangjing 141 438.4 9767
14 Hechuan 141 601.8 9767
15 Yongchuan 116 734.6 8035
16 Nanchuan 60 231.7 4156
17 Qijiang 110 400.4 7619
18 Dazu 79 550.9 5472
19 Bishan 76 830.6 5264
20 TongLiang 73 544.4 5057
21 Tongnan 72 454.3 4987
22 Rongchang 72 668.5 4987
23 Kaizhou 118 297.7 8174
24 Liangping 66 349.6 4572
25 Wulong 35 121 2424
26 Chengkou 18 54.7 1247
27 Fengdu 59 203.5 4087
28 Dianjiang 71 468 4918
29 Zhong 75 342.9 5195
30 Yunyang 94 258.5 6511
31 Fengjie 74 180.6 5126
32 Wushan 45 152.3 3117
33 Wuxi 38 94.6 2632
34 Shizhu 38 126.1 2632
35 XiuShan 49 199.8 3394
36 YouYang 55 106.4 3810
37 Pengshui 49 125.7 3394
38 Liangjiang 270 2250.0 18,702
39 High-tech 13 1689.2 866
40 Wansheng 26 459.4 1801
41 Dadukou 36 3495.1 2494

As mentioned above, there are 41 generation points in the network. In addition, 9
FPCs, 14 MPCs, and 31 storage centers are identified across the area of Chongqing. Each
district has its corresponding medical institutions and IMW disposal system. Figure 3
shows the location of 41 representative generation centers distributed in 41 areas. Figure 4
illustrates the location of 31 existing storage centers. Figure 5 illustrates the location of 9
FPCs. Figure 6 illustrates the candidate location of 14 MPCs.
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2.4.2. Data on Estimation of IMW’s Generation

The parameters, such as the total population, the number of medical staff, population
density, etc., were obtained from the statistical yearbooks of Chongqing [63], shown in
Table 1. During the pandemic, it is assumed that each person generates 2 g IMW per day,
due to prevention and control measures [2]. The amount of basic IMW (kg/d), such as
masks, can be calculated by (total population in a district) × 2.

The PPE’s weight, nucleic acid testing reagent’s weight, and the amount of IMW
generated by treating a COVID-19 patient were identified from the statistics collected in
other pieces of research [8]. Specifically, the first item—PPE for healthcare workers in
healthcare facilities, including surgical face mask, face mask N-95, face shield, white suit,
gown, goggle glass, gloves, and shoes cover—totals up to 550 g every worker per day [64].
Usually, the second item—a set of COVID-19 tests—is composed of nasopharyngeal swab
and a bottle of a chemical preservative, with a total weight of 12.53 g [65]. As for the third
item, The Asian Development Bank proposed 3.4 kg/d IMW generated by an infected
person [66].

To show the change in the weight of IMW before and after the outbreak, the acceptance
rate is set to represent the proportion of people using COVID-19 protection measures in the
total population. By assuming a pre-outbreak reception rate of 10% and a post-outbreak
reception rate of 70%, daily PPE’s weight (kg) per worker can be calculated by (average
PPE’s weight per worker) × (total number of workers) × (reception rate). Based on the
actual situation, a reception rate of 1% before an outbreak and 50% after an outbreak
is assumed. Hence, total weight generated from the COVID-19 diagnostic tests can be
calculated by (weight of items for one test) × (total population) × (reception rate) [67].
Since the number of infected people tends to be controlled at a certain number, this study
set the number of infected people at the outbreak site to be 1000. Hence, the amount of
IMW (kg/d) from treatments can be calculated by (number of infected persons) × 3.4.

2.4.3. Data on Risks

The setting of the risk value is based on the risk of the transportation and treatment of
hazardous waste [68]. The storage risk of a storage center PbAs is set as 0.0003, while the
processing risk of FPC and MPC (i.e., PbAi and PbAj) are both 0.0007. The accident rate of
a truck in transit is 0.4 × 10−6/km, and the truck accident release probability is 0.9. In the
selection of infection radius, the infectious radius of FPC is obviously larger than that of
MPC with smaller scale. According to the policy “Classified Catalogue of Medical Waste”,
when the storage temperature is ≥5 ◦C, the storage shall not exceed 24 h, and if the storage
temperature is <5 ◦C, the storage shall not exceed 72 h. Therefore, storage centers are often
equipped with special cold storage to store IMW that has not been processed in time [69].
As the IMW is often stored in a closed cold storage or a closed warehouse, while it may be
exposed for a while when being processed, the infection radius is smaller. Therefore, this
paper assumes that the infection radius of FPC is 3 km, and that of MPC and storage center
is 2 km [68]. The number of exposures can be calculated by Equation (30).

PopSs, PopIi, PopJj = πr2
(

m2
)
× population desity

(
people/m2

)
(30)

And transport risk can be calculated by Equation (31)

PbAt =
(

0.4× 10−6/km× 0.9
)
× travel length(km) (31)

Finally, the total risk probability is calculated by (the amount of IMW) × (the number
of people exposed).

2.4.4. Data on the Rest Parameters

In this paper, the decision variable is flow rate, namely the volume of transportation
per hour, so the capacity of processing centers and related costs are in days. The parameters
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related to the cost and capacity in the first stage are shown in Tables 2 and 3, who are the
most probable values in the actual situation. In the second stage, this paper set the transport
cost of each mobile processing facility to be 400 yuan/km, and the price of purchasing a
new facility is 24,000 yuan, according to the survey.

Table 2. Cost related parameters.

Operating Cost
(Yuan/d)

Processing Cost
(Yuan/kg)

Transportation Cost
(Yuan/km·kg)

FPC 70 1
0.35MPC 50 2

Storage center 20 0.5

Table 3. Capacity parameters.

No. Processing Capacity
(kg/d)

Storage Capacity
(kg/d)

Fixed center1 30,000 5000
Fixed center2 30,000 5000
Fixed center3 10,000 5000
Fixed center4 30,000 5000
Fixed center5 10,000 5000
Fixed center6 20,000 5000
Fixed center7 10,000 5000
Fixed center8 10,000 5000
Fixed center9 10,000 5000

Mobile center1 1500 × Z1 2000
Mobile center2 1500 × Z2 2000
Mobile center3 1500 × Z3 2000
Mobile center4 1500 × Z4 2000
Mobile center5 1500 × Z5 2000
Mobile center6 1500 × Z6 2000
Mobile center7 1500 × Z7 2000
Mobile center8 1500 × Z8 2000
Mobile center9 1500 × Z9 2000

Mobile center10 1500 × Z10 2000
Mobile center11 1500 × Z11 2000
Mobile center12 1500 × Z12 2000
Mobile center13 1500 × Z13 2000
Mobile center14 1500 × Z14 2000
Storage center1 4000
Storage center2 4000
Storage center3 4000
Storage center4 4000
Storage center5 4000
Storage center6 4000
Storage center7 4000
Storage center8 4000

3. Results and Discussions

To choose a more appropriate solution, two generation methods were compared: con-
ventional weighted-sum method and augmented ε-constraint method. In order to discuss
the effectiveness and efficiency, 20 bounded non-dominated solutions were generated in
the case of no outbreak sites, illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. It is obvious that the augmented
ε-constraint approach can generate better frontiers under different upper numbers of so-
lutions by distributing the solutions as uniformly as possible. Hence, these 20 solutions
can be well configured for IMW management system and provide sufficient reference for
decision-makers.
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In order to show the analysis, the subsequent discussion with breakout points uses
the 11th solution calculated under ε-constraint approach as an example, where the weight
of cost and risk target accounts for 0.55 and 0.45, respectively.

To reflect the actual situation of the pandemic, this paper assumes the situations of
two kinds of different outbreak sites. When t = 1, there is no COVID-19 outbreak; When t
= 2, the COVID-19 outbreak occurs in the west of Chongqing—Dazu, Tongliang, Bishan,
Yongchuan and Shapingba (the outbreak may start from the border of Chongqing and
spread inward); When t = 3, the outbreak occurs in the northeast of Chongqing—Wanzhou,
Kaizhou, Chengkou, and Wuxi. The amount of IMW from each of the above-mentioned
districts is presented in Table 4. In addition, the total amount of IMW has increased
dramatically after the COVID-19 pandemic. The results of the new open centers in every
situation are illustrated in Table 5. The value of the objectives is illustrated in Table 6.
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Table 4. The amount of IMW from every district in different outbreak situations.

No. Generation Center
The Amount of IMW (kg/d)

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3

1 Wanzhou 4341.10 4341.10 37,519.92
2 Qianjiang 1276.02 1276.02 1276.02
3 Fuling 3078.24 3078.24 3078.24
4 Yuzhong 1736.44 1736.44 1736.44
5 Jiangbei 2367.87 2367.87 2367.87
6 Shapingba 3078.24 27,594.13 3078.24
7 Jiulongpo 3236.09 3236.09 3236.09
8 Nanan 2394.18 2394.18 2394.18
9 Beibei 2157.40 2157.40 2157.40

10 Yubei 4420.03 4420.03 4420.03
11 Banan 2867.76 2867.76 2867.76
12 Changshou 2288.94 2288.94 2288.94
13 Jiangjing 3709.67 3709.67 3709.67
14 Hechuan 3709.67 3709.67 3709.67
15 Yongchuan 3051.93 27,387.34 3051.93
16 Nanchuan 1578.58 1578.58 1578.58
17 Qijiang 2894.07 2894.07 2894.07
18 Dazu 2078.47 19,736.20 2078.47
19 Bishan 1999.54 19,115.84 1999.54
20 TongLiang 1920.61 18,495.48 1920.61
21 Tongnan 1894.30 1894.30 1894.30
22 Rongchang 1894.30 1894.30 1894.30
23 Kaizhou 3104.55 3104.55 27,800.91
24 Liangping 1736.44 1736.44 1736.44
25 Wulong 920.84 920.84 920.84
26 Chengkou 473.57 473.57 7122.17
27 Fengdu 1552.27 1552.27 1552.27
28 Dianjiang 1867.99 1867.99 1867.99
29 Zhong 1973.23 1973.23 1973.23
30 Yunyang 2473.11 2473.11 22,838.02
31 Fengjie 1946.92 1946.92 1946.92
32 Wushan 1183.94 1183.94 1183.94
33 Wuxi 999.77 999.77 11,257.92
34 Shizhu 999.77 999.77 999.77
35 XiuShan 1289.18 1289.18 1289.18
36 YouYang 1447.03 1447.03 1447.03
37 Pengshui 1289.18 1289.18 1289.18
38 Liangjiang 7103.62 7103.62 7103.62
39 High-tech 328.87 328.87 328.87
40 Wansheng 684.05 684.05 684.05
41 Dadukou 947.15 947.15 947.15

Total 90,294.93 190,495.15 185,441.77

Table 5. Location selection.

t Outbreak Sites Storage Centers FPCs MPCs (the Amount of Mobile
Processing Facilities)

1 Sites No.
0

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 13, 15, 16, 19, 22, 23, 26,
28, 30, 31 1, 4, 7, 8, 9

2 Sites No.
6, 15, 18, 19, 20

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16,
19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 1 (3), 2 (3), 4 (3), 6 (3)

3 Sites No.
1, 23, 26, 30, 33

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16,
19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 1 (3), 2 (2), 7 (3), 8 (3)
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Table 6. Value of objectives.

t

Single Objective Multi-Objective

z1min
(Million Yuan)

z1max
(Million Yuan)

z2min
(×106)

z2max
(×106)

z1
(Million Yuan)

z2
(×106)

1 7.7559 1.2006 0.14115 1.2174
2 16.476 22.237 1.1231 2.6882 16.636 2.2374
3 15.985 23.997 1.0041 2.7628 16.165 2.2496

In the absence of a single site outbreak, namely t = 1, 5 FPCs and 15 storage centers are
opened, but no MPCs required, which is presented in Table 5. When there is no outbreak,
the processing capacity of FPC is sufficient.

When t = 2, the total amount of IMW in Chongqing would increase by 110.97%. This
sudden increase of 10 tons of IMW would be transferred to MPCs for processing. If cost is
taken as the only target, the total cost increases by 112.41%, compared to before the outbreak.
At this time, all FPCs are required to be open to reduce the cost. On the other hand, if risk
is taken as the only target, the value increases seven times, compared with that before the
outbreak, which will produce a higher risk of infection affecting people’s lives and health.
The 6 FPCs and 29 storage centers with all MPCs are suggested to be opened to diversify the
risk. Finally, if both the cost and risk are considered simultaneously, the cost increases by
0.97%, while the risk decreases by 16.77%. At this solution, 21 storage centers are opened,
with all FPCs and 4 MPCs, each of which accommodates three mobile processing facilities,
which reaches the upper limit. Once an MPC is opened, it will accommodate the mobile
processing facilities as much as possible. This will not add more operating costs.

When t = 3, the total amount of IMW in Chongqing would nearly double. The location
of new MPCs has changed from MPC 4, 6 to MPC 7, 8. MPC 1, 7, 8 accommodate three
mobile processing facilities, respectively, with two in MPC 2. Because the total amount of
IMW is a little less, there is no need for so many mobile processing facilities.

For comparison, this paper calculates the result without applying MPC at t = 3, only
utilizing existing high-capacity FPCs for IMW processing. The result is shown in Table 7
that the final cost increases by 0.08%, total risk increases by 9.66%, and all FPCs and all
storage centers are put into use. It can be seen that the application of MPCs is of great
benefit to the reduction in risks and costs.

Table 7. Value of objectives without applying MPC.

If No MPC Single Objective Multi-Objective

t z1min
(Million Yuan)

z1max
(Million Yuan)

z2min
(×106)

z2max
(×106)

z1
(Million Yuan)

z2
(×106)

3 15.943 21.515 2.1061 2.6217 16.178 2.4670

In the second stage, it is assumed that each MPC has a mobile processing facility when
there is no outbreak. When the outbreak occurs in the west, MPC 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14
deploys a device to MPC 4, 2, 4, 1, 6, 6, 2, 1, respectively. No additional new facilities are
required. Then, in the case of another outbreak in the east, one device should be transferred
from MPC 2 to 7, two more devices should be purchased and installed in MPC 7, and three
devices should be transferred from MPC 4 to 8 to complete the emergency response. The
scheme is illustrated in Table 8.
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Table 8. Mobile processing facility transfer scheme in different outbreak situations.

MPC
The Demand of Mobile Processing Facilities in MPC

t = 1 The Number and
Path of Transfer t = 2 the Number and

Path of Transfer t = 3

1 1 3 3
2 1 3 1facility→7 2
3 1 1 1
4 1 3 3facilities→8 0
5 1 1facility→4 0 0
6 1 3 0
7 1 1facility→2 0 adding 2 facilities 3
8 1 1facility→4 0 3
9 1 1facility→1 0 0
10 1 1facility→6 0 0
11 1 1facility→6 0 0
12 1 1facility→2 0 0
13 1 0 0
14 1 1facility→1 1 1

Without the mobile processing facilities in MPC, all the processing facilities would
be repurchased. In the first period, eight new units should be added, and in the second
period six new units need to be purchased. The total cost is more than three times higher.
The change of cost is presented in Table 9. The cost of transporting a mobile processing
facility is much lower than the cost of purchasing a new fixed processing facility when the
transportation distance is not too far. Therefore, mobile processing facilities can greatly
improve the utilization rate of facilities and reduce the cost of using facilities.

Table 9. The transfer cost at second stage with or without mobile processing facility.

Stage 2
z3 (Thousand Yuan)

Mobile Processing Facilities No Mobile Processing Facilities

t = 1~t = 2 564.12 1920
t = 2~t = 3 502.16 1440

Total 1066.28 3360

It is found that the storage center is used to share the treatment and transportation
risks. FPC is mainly used to deal with most IMW and reduce the total cost of the network,
while MPC is devoted to dealing with the parts that FPCs cannot handle, responding to
emergencies, and sharing the risk of infection. The utilization rate of the processing centers
in the middle of Chongqing is higher than that at the edge of the city. However, due to
the large flow of people in the middle of Chongqing, it is prone to infection risk. Mobile
processing facilities in MPCs are often transferred across the districts to maximize the
utilization of existing facilities.

Affected by the transfer cost and transfer efficiency, the transfer process can be carried
out when the transfer distance is relatively close. If the transfer cost exceeds the new
acquisition cost, the purchase of new equipment will be better.

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis
3.1.1. For Outbreak Sites

One of the most influential decision factors that have significant effects on the amount
of IMW is the outbreak site. The great differences are considered in total population and
population density between these 41 districts. Accordingly, districts with high population
will generate more IMW, while ones with high population density will have a greater risk
of infection. Therefore, 41 IMW generation points are sorted according to total population
and population density, respectively. A comparison between the proportion of the increase
in the amount of IMW shows that the total population has a greater effect on the amount of
IMW. The results are presented in Figures 9 and 10. It can be concluded that the COVID-19
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outbreak site No.38 should be focused and controlled because of its high risk of infection
caused by its large population and high population density.
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3.1.2. For Capacity and Cost of Mobile Processing Facility

The parameters of MPCs would make a direct effect on final solutions. For example,
the capacity of a mobile processing facility affects the demand of mobile processing facilities,
and then their procurement cost would affect the strategy of transportation. Facility with
higher capacity is usually more expensive. Therefore, five cases with different capacity and
procurement cost are discussed, shown in Table 10. It is seen that, increasing the capacity
of a mobile processing facility would increase the total cost in stage 1 and decrease the total
risk slightly. However, there is an anomaly in the trend of cost in stage 2, due to reducing a
new device.

Table 10. Sensitivity analysis for MCA and PRC.

MCA
PRC

(Million Yuan)

Sites No. 6, 15, 18, 19, 20 z3 (Million Yuan)
New Devicesz1

(Million Yuan)
z2

(×106)
Distribution

1–2
Distribution

2–3

1600 0.16 16.611 2.2879 0.6267 0.7018 2
1800 0.18 16.634 2.2422 0.5368 0.4834 1
2000 0.2 16.636 2.2374 0.4851 0.5483 2
2200 0.22 16.65 2.2085 0.4851 0.4248 0
2400 0.24 16.656 2.1957 0.4023 0.4248 0

In general, parameters of a mobile processing facility have a greater impact in stage 2.
The total cost in stage 2 decreases as the procurement cost and capacity increase, so they
have an adverse correlation.

3.1.3. For Time Limit

Although the 48 h time limit is specified in current regulations, it may be changed
along with new quarantine regulations. In this paper, β is defined as the time limit in
storage centers. Different β are taken into account to observe the impact of these changes
on total cost and risk.

It can be seen that in Figures 11 and 12, the change of time limit has a direct correlation
with total cost and risk. The total cost decreases as β decreases because the cost of storage
decreases more than the cost of treatment increases. However, the total risk fluctuates as β
decreases, which means the risk and β are not positively correlated.
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Through the case study discussed above, some recommendations are provided to
support the construction of the reverse logistics network of IMW for the multi-participants
from the management perspective, concluded as follows:

1. The various branches of government need to work together: The public construction
department should fully consider the location and function of the processing centers
in combination with the actual situation when planning. The financial department
should give financial and policy support to the businesses that produce and sell small
and mobile processing facilities. The supervision department should supervise the
management and treatment of IMW by hospitals and processing institutions, avoiding
them disregarding risks for reducing costs. The pandemic prevention and control
department should flexibly adjust prevention and control policies, focusing on areas
with large populations and high population density.

2. The public hospitals are the source of IMW generation and bear the costs and risks in
the collection and storage process. Timeliness can greatly reduce the risk of infection.
The storage time limit can be set more flexibly. If the storage cost is relatively low, the
storage time could be appropriately extended to reduce the total cost. If the processing
cost is relatively low, the storage time could be appropriately shortened to reduce
the total risk. The public hospitals can flexibly adjust the time limit according to the
actual situation of the pandemic to balance the costs and risks.

3. Small and mobile processing facilities can greatly respond to emergencies. IMW can be
managed more efficiently. The disposal institution can develop new businesses, build
MPCs with smaller unit scale and wider distribution, and purchase mobile processing
facilities for decentralized processing. Since the capacity and cost of mobile processing
facilities have a greater impact on the total cost of the network, disposal institutions
should choose mobile processing facilities with appropriate capacity according to
their own business conditions and pandemic situation. Multiple disposal institutions
can also collaborate to flexibly move facilities based on actual outbreaks to improve
facility utilization.

4. In addition to just-in-time transportation of IMW, the third-party logistics providers
can also operate the transfer business of mobile processing facilities. Some third-party
logistics providers can even combine transshipment and processing operations to
operate mobile IMW incinerators. In these transportation links, the choice of the route
is the key to saving costs, and the third-party logistics provider should choose the
globally optimal route.
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4. Conclusions

The novel coronavirus has been in existence for more than two years and has spread
globally, severely affecting economic development and social life. Due to the outbreak of
COVID-19, the management of IMW needs to be improved to adapt to the current situation
of the pandemic. IMW carries a high concentration of viruses and has a high risk of sec-
ondary transmission. Hence, it is vital to handle IMW under a prescribed process and time
limit. From the perspective of current requirements of pandemic prevention and control,
every link of IMW management is quite important. Since the sites of a pandemic outbreak
are highly unpredictable, the amount of existing IMW treatment centers is insufficient
to deal with it; however, at the same time, too many new temporary treatment centers
being built could be a huge waste of resources. Therefore, this paper introduces MPC to
transform existing small-scale processing centers into MPCs to cope with a sudden increase
in IMW. A multi-objective model is constructed to minimize the total cost and infection
risk of IMW reverse logistics network, in which the capacity of processing centers becomes
a decision variable to clarify the processing needs under different outbreak scenarios. An
augmented ε-constraint method is then developed to obtain a series of Pareto solutions for
the decision making of IMW reverse logistics network.

Through the case study in Chongqing, the result shows that if IMW are treated
centrally to reduce the total cost and the amount of waste stored, the risk would be higher.
However, if IMW are processed in scattered processing centers, the overall risk would be
greatly reduced while the cost would be higher, so the MPCs should be utilized to share
the risk. Hence, to reconcile the contradiction between them, some corresponding policy
recommendations are provided in this paper.

In future works, the research can be studied to work out how to use big data to predict
the amount of IMW and how to identify the factors that have an impact on the amount of
IMW from massive data. Further consideration can also be given to a low-carbon network
design of IMW logistics.
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